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Abstract 

This paper describes the development of a proposed new Rule to limit the weights and 
dimensions of heavy vehicles in New Zealand. The devek)pment of the Rule draws on new 
knowledge on the performance ofileavy vehlcles andexperimce that has been gained in 
New Zeala:!id over the past 15 years witbthe use o{ the vehicle performance based 
approach. TheRwe is currently ina draft stage and any comments would be most 
welcome. It is not Yet GovenunentPQlicy. 

Research ~ fOr.the Ru~~~~cess estabii$lted the relationships betw'een 
vehicle perfurmance measures, crash rates and social cost. Thlsinformation has been used 
to provide the nnderlying requirements in the Rule including thepreseriptive requirements 
that \\oil! apply to the majority of heavy vehicles on the road. The continued use of 
prescriptlverequlrement is in recognition of the cost and compleltity ofrompiiance and 
enforcement for a purely p!:rlonnance based approach. 

To iUustratethe appmach being used in New Zealand the steps being taken to address log 
truck safety are described. The safety of log trucks has been of considerable concern with 
an estimated 1 in every 11 log trucks rolling over every year. A number of approaches 
have been investigated including: reductions in their allowable load height (fOT which the 
effect on social cost and productivity were calculated), improved traIler design (and 
whether these should be controlled through prescription or p!:rlorman.ce), the development 
of a proposed operator safety rating scheme and the management of vehicle speed. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The last major changes in weights and dimension limits in New Zealand occurred in 1989. 
These changes included an increase in maximum combination mass to 44 tonne and an 
increase in overall length to 2Om. These limits were similar to those in Australia at that 
time, however the Australian limits have been inc1eased since then. There has been some 
rationalisation of tile limits, for example truck-traiJe< combinations, initially restricted to 42 
tonne, are \lI)W permitted to operate at 44 tonne and 20m. There have however been no 
major changes. Changes that have been made have had to be justified on their effect on 
safety and benefits versus costs. 

Currently two major reviews on weights and dimensions are being undertaken in New 
Zealand. One of these is aimed at determining whether it is feasible to increase the current 
maximum allowable weights and dimensions. It is considering the effect an increase would 
have on safety, pavement and bridge life, and productivity and Vl'hat changes would be 
required to the geometry of the existing network to accommodate larger vehicles. An 
outline of this review is being presented at this conference by (Sleath and Pearson, 2000). 

The other initiative is the development of the Land Transport Rule on VebicJe Dimensions 
and Mass. This paper describes the development of this Rule, which is awaiting 
Government approval for consultation with registered interest groups. The Rule is aimed at 
ensuring existing and new vehicles fit safely on the present road network 

2.0 LAND TRANSPORT RULES 

In 1993 the New Zealand Land Transport Safety Authority (L TSA) began converting much 
of the existing land transport legislation into Rules. These Rules bring together 
requirements from many legislative sources including the regulations, Gazette notices, 
orders and policy directives. They also provide the opportunity to undertake a zero-based 
review of the current requirements. They do not however replace Acts of Parliament. They 
are at a second-tier level with the authority to make rules contained in the Acts. 

The Rules must promote safety at a reasonable cost, must be technically accurate, legaliy 
correct and must be written in plain language to ensure they are easily understood. Formal 
procedures for the development of Rules have been established. These procedures include 
a number of consultation stages that begin with consultation with registered interest groups, 
followed by public consultation, review by technical specialists and finally presentation to 
Parliament 
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3.0 PRESCRIPTIVE VERSUS PERFOR.l\1ANCE BASED 
REQUIREMENTS 

Mass and dimension regulations have traditionally been prescriptive - vehicies are 
prohibited from operating on public roads unless they are within certain mass and 
dimension limits. These limits reflect the general state of the road network and the state of 
vehicle technology when the limits are set. The increase from 39 tonne to 44 tonne gross 
combination mass in 1989 was facilitated, at least in part, by the introduction of B-trains 
arId general improvements in the roading network. Initially only B-trains were permitted to 
operate at 44 tonne. 

Actual or peroeived changes in vehicle technology and the state of the roading network 
soon lead to pressure to amend the limits. Generally these requests are driven by potential 
comnlerciai advantage and on their own appear to be reasonable. They tend to be 
considered on an ad-hoc, case-by-case basis resulting in incrementa.! creep if no rational 
basis for setting the prescriptive linlits is available. 

This has lead to the use of performance measures as a means of assessing proposed changes 
to the prescriptive limits in New Zealand. A major driving force behind the adoption of 
this approach has been the requirement that the benefits of any changes need to outweigh 
any social costs. 

Since the early 1990' s performance assessment has been used extensively as a means of 
assessing the effect of changes in mass and dimensions. This has included, for example, 
the increase in truck-trailer combination mass from 42 tonne to 44 tonne with an associated 
increase in overall length from 19m to 2Om, and the introduction and control of self
steering axles on semi-trailers. It has also led to restrictions being placed on the overall 
height of full trailers carrying logs due to concerns about their safety. 

These changes have generally resulted in modifications to the prescriptive requirements. 
One of the exceptions to this approach has been the permitting of A-train configurations to 
operate at 44 tonne GeM. The dairy industry sought an increase from the then 39 tonne 
limit. For these combinations certification of each combination to performance targets was 
required. Due to the inherently poor stability of A-trains particular attention had to be paid 
to factors such as payload height, suspension and tyre properties. Being milk tankers 
payload height could be controlled through design. The resulting vehicles have proved to 
be considerably safer and more productive than their 39 tonne GeM predecessors. 

This experience has highlighted some of the benefits of the performance measures approach 
but also its practical limitations. The cost of design, certification and compliance has meant 
that there has been very few 44 tonne A-trains approved, with operators opting for truck
trailer combinations instead. There are also significant complications associated with 
obtaining accurate component data and compliance verification. 
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Bot.'! the prescriptive and performlh!Ce measures approaches have their place. While the 
prescriptive approach is relatively easy and cost effect to administer, unsafe vehicles can 
slip through, it can stifle progress resulting in the loss of potential productivity 
improvements as vehicle technology and the mading infrastructure improve, or ad·hoc 
incremental creep and a consequential gradual reduction in safety can occur. The 
performance measures approach has the potential to better manage the safety outcome but 
is more difficult and expensive to administer and enforce. 

4.0 PROPOSED APPROACH 

The objective of the proposed Rule is to manage the risk to road safety resulting from the 
size and mass of vehicles while ensuring the efficient operation of the heavy vehicle fleet 
within t.l}e constraints imposed by the road network. 

A set of performance requirements form the high-level basis of the proposed Rule. A 
motor vehicle wiU have to comply ""jth requirements for stability, manoeuvrability, fit on 
the road, and interaction with other traffic. The performance targets that are proposed are: 
.. A static rollover threshold ofO.35g for vehicles manufactured before 12 months after 

the Rule comes into force and 0.4g for new vehicles after that date. 
.. Low-speed off-tracking that does not exceed 4.2m. 
.. A dynamic load transfer ratio that does not exceed 0.6. 
.. A rearward amplification that does not exceed 2. 
.. A high-speed transient off-tracking that does not exceed 0.8m. 

• A yaw damping ratio that does not exceed 0.15. 
e A swept path of less than 25m in a 360-degree turn. 
• Outswing of the front corners ofa trailer of not more than 0.35m beyond the path of the 

front of the towing vehicle when driven through a 180 degree turn of 12.5m radius. 
• Tailswing of each vehicle in a combination, measured from the centre of the rear axis to 

the centre of the rear of the vehicle, that does not exceed O.5m through a 180 degree 
turn of 12.5m radius. 

• Inter-vehicle spacing for a truck and full trailer of at least 0.4m through a 270 degree 
turn of 12.Sm radius. Log trucks towing a full trailer must have an inter-vehicle 
spacing of at least O.3m .. 

A set of genera! requirements are proposed. These include, for example, overall width and 
length, rear overhang, ground clearlll!.ce, turn-table position, inter-vehicle spacing in the 
straight ahead position, and trailer mass ratio. Vehicles that meet these requirements 
generally meet the performance requirements. 

Permits will continue 10 be available for the transport of over-dimension or overweight 
loads although the eligibility criteria may the changed in order to reduce the number of 
vehicles that require a permit. 
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)eviations to the general requirements will need to be justified on the basis of the 
>erformance requirements and cost·benefit analysis. 

5.0 HIGHRlSK VEHICLES 

There are some existing vehicle comblllations that would faj l to meet the proposed 
performance requirements but would meet t.tteproposed general requirements. An eXlllllpie 
of this is logging trucks. 

LoggingtrtlOks are predOtninahtlymwk-trailer comblnatioos. They genendiy have 
relatively high centre--of- gravity iOO{is because of the need to be able to Joadand unload 
with gl.'ll;pple loaders, and short wheelbase trailers to enable them to be piggy-backed when 
empty. Laden IIJgtrucks typically have a staticrcUIJverthreSholdofO.3g, compared to the 
target value forexistingvehicles oftH5g. 

Researclt\mdertaken in 1997 (SW and Latto,t997) renservatively eslim$dthat over 60 
iIJgging trucks rolled over eacliyeat,onnme than omt per week. With 650 lCJggingtrucks 
in the fleetthis equates to One in every 11 logg.illgtrucks rolling over each year. This is 
approximately fourtirries the average. for all trUck eombiilatioos, 

In New Zealand the cost the public is prepared to pay (referred to as the social cost) to 
prevent 1 fatal crash invIJlving a truck is NZS2.64miDion. This includes average property 
damage costs. Using the stability versUS c!'itSh :raterelationshiprepmted by (de PIJnI, 
Muelter et al.,2000)atthisoonference,eombinedwiththesocialcost values and crash 
history data, the soela! C()stof 11 laden log truck is estimatedro beapptoximately $222 per 
1,000 km. A typical rogtruCk will spendapproximafeiy Y, of itsjourney laden and % 
unladei1. An Illiladen rogtruckpiggy-bacl!:ingitstrailerbasan SRT of appto~telyO .53g 
and a social cost oJ approximately $39per$l,OOOk!n\\.'hich, when oombined with the laden 
trave!;resultsinan average social Cost ofapproximatelyS130per l~OOO km for existing 
log trucks. 

The social cost of aoombinatitm vehicle With an SRTofO.35g is estimated ro be 
approximately $154 Per 1,000 km. WhencPmDined with unladentnlVet the social cost 
equates to $96 per 1,000 km. The net benefit from art improvement ofSRT frIJM 0.315 l lJ 
OJ5g is thenS34 per 1,000 km. 

An option that is being considered is t(}redUcethe alloWable payload heigbton existing 
trucks Mtila SRT of 0.351515 obtained. A reduction in maximum load height by 
approxintately200ll'UU would be required. Currently 3 mde and 4 axle log trailers are 
resttictedto 3.srn imd 3.8m respectively. B-trains,currently with a limit of 4.lm, woold 
need to he restricted to 3.3m maximum load height, depending on log length being carried. 
Even though such a reduction would resultina2peroent lOSs of productivity, the benefits 
outweigh the rests and consequently can be justified 00 safety grounds. Rather than suffer 
a reducticn in productivity the logging industry has agreed III develop 8 number IJf 
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alternative measures including radical changes to the design of log trucks and trailers, 
aimed at significantly reducing bolster (load deck) height and longer wheelbases. A safety 
rating scheme is also being trialed. 

6.0 SCREENING SYSTEM 

The experience with logging trucks has highlighted the need for a system that ensures all 
vehicles have adequate performance. Reliance on the general prescriptive requirements is 
not adequate on its (}wn. 

One possible option is to require all heavy vehicles !(} be certified t(} show that they have 
adequate performance. As mentioned above, the experience with certifying the 
performance of milk tanker A-trains suggest that this approach is expensive, unnecessarily 
complicated and open to abuse. A number of other heavy vehicle systems such as brakes, 
drawbars and load anchorage points, already require certification in New Zealand. 
Certifying for overall performance would be more complex than it is for these other 
systems because of the variations in payload type, dimensions and weight that would need 
to be taken int(} account. With the milk tankers the load was largely known and contained. 
This is not the CllSe for general freight. 

Another possibility is screening using a variation on the methods proposed by Winkler, 
Fancher et al. (1992). The first level of screening would involve the calculation of T 12H 
where T is the track \\o-idth and H is the CO height. Any type of suspension could be used if 
a minimum T 12H value was achieved. Vehicle types that failed this first level of screening 
woutd be subject to a second level that would allow a lower T 12H value but would require 
minimum levels of suspension and tyre stiffness. Vehicles that failed this second level of 
screening would have to either meet performance tests or comply with the baseline vehicle 
points system being developed for log trucks. This approach is described below. 

Truck-trailers can be subdivided into four configurations reflecting the number of axles 
they have. Specifically these are: 3-axle truck 3-axle trailer, 3-axle truck 4-axle trailer, 4-
axle truck 3-axle trailer, and 4-axle truck 4-axIe traiier. For each of these configurations a 
reference vehicle will be designed, which meets all of the target values for performance and 
so will be rated as having zero safety points. This vehicle design process is being 
undertaken in consultation with the logging industry to ensure the final designs are viable 
from an operational point of view. The most critical vehicle parameters (including, for 
example, load height and wheelbase) are being identified t(}gether with the reference values 
for the different configuration. Changes from these reference values will generate positive 
points if they have a positive effect on stability and hence reduced crash risk and negative 
points if they have a negative effect. For a good vehicle, the sum of all the changes from 
the reference values should give positive total points. If a vehicle ends up with negative 
total points the operator would need to look hard to see where improvements could be 
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ooe. The points scale wit! clearly identify those factors which have the greatest impact on 
tability and this should help in this decision making process. 

\8 an example of hew this wo1.lld work, co\lSider the steadyspe;:d cO!llCring performance 
)f a three-aide trailer. For rollover, the main determining factor is the CG height of the rig. 
i-!owevef, llIloperatpr ~t~!y ~nnine this. For a typ~ rig with ~ified tare, log 
:lensity, payload mass (the v!!1ue~ l,lsep 'j\-ill l:>e given), .this Cgheight is directly related to 
the sum of the bolster bed height from the grouru! and the maximum IGad height from the 
ground wmch are m~1Jlat the pperator~ easil~ determine. Figure 1 shews the 
relative safety effect usmg a points scale related to crash r'tSk for this paremetet. 

The zero points level is based on a performance target fur static roll threshold (SRn of 
O.4g. The tap:: wei~use(j. ~4.2toooes with a typical suspens.i01l confiFlltion . . This 
graph iUustrates the d:lfficultY in g~a tiln»axle .~~rw ~thedesired stability 
target. Other factors will be able to be adjusted 10 improve the tltting buttbese will give 
fewer points. For example, changing to the best available suspension (highest roll stiffness) 
might gain one point (this calculation has not yet been done so this is purely a speculative 
value at this stage) which is equivalent 10 an increase ofO.08m in the bolster bed height + 
payload height parameter. 

Similar graphs will be developed for other vehicle types and other crash risk parameters. In 
specifying a vehicle the operator would aim to achieve an overall points tally which was 
zero or positive indicating that the vehi.c!e was as good or better than the recommended 
standard. 

7.0 DISCUSSION 

Even with a clean sheet of paper and no state or territorial boundaries to worry allout, the 
setting of weights and d:lmensions is a complex task. Any Rule or regulation must be easily 
understood, must be able to be administered and enforoed, and must result in a high level of 
compliance while ensuring road safety is not compromised. 

We do not profess to have all the answers and would welcome any comments or 
suggestions on the proposed Rule; 

8.0 DISCLAIMER 

The views expressed in this paper are entirely personal and should not be relied upon as 
representing those of L TSA or Government policy. The Govermnenl has not to date 
considered the issue of changing the requirements for heavy vehicle mass and d:lmension 
limits. 
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Figure 1: Safety Points versus the sum of bolster bed height and payload height. 
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